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About This Game

Hacked brings a breath of fresh air to the classical puzzle styled game play. Packed with new features and game modes, this
game will give you a new experience of an old classic.

Key Features:

- Game Modes: Hacked has many game modes that will challenge you at every turn. Arcade Mode will test your skills with 100
different puzzle styled levels. Time Attack mode requires fast reaction times while marathon mode will test your patience.

- Create: Hacked includes a full level editor so that you can build your own experience. Upload your levels to the Steam
Workshop and challenge the community.

- Power up: Master 10 unique power ups that will help you strategically solve puzzles.
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It's a great game that I really enjoy.. No point buying this as the developers have decided to release the sequal (finished Game)
added a 2 to it and are selling it for twice the price on Viveport, so if you want the complete finished game this is not it and by
the programmers actions I am guessing this will now not ever come out of Beta.

On the flip side its fun and half the price of the full release, just a pity they did not honour their beta buyers with the completed
game. Pretty cool! Great experience for a free game.. Been playing this game off and on since...I'd have to say almost 5-6 years
ago now? It's been a long time. Seeing the development of it build up gradually over time has been quite interesting to say the
least. I've gotten endless hours of enjoyment out of the game all the same. There's something relaxing about getting something
set up and watching it do its job. Hard to believe it's finally out of early access.

For those who don't know anything about this game, think of it like a sort of marriage between Factorio and Minecraft.
Primarily you'll be building a base, but building the base up attracts waves of flying insects to assault the base. My
recommendation is to play it so that if the bugs kill your base, it just disables it for a time. Treating the game mode of "your
base can't be destroyed" as the default would be like playing Terraria or the other two aforementioned games with permadeath
right off the bat, you'd have a bad time of it.

Don't worry too much about the influx of negative reviews recently, I assume people are upset because there won't be more free
content\/fixes as the developer has finally put in the last patch. For its price the game is well worth the cost, cheaper than
minecraft yet with more content I'd say, at least for an automation buff like myself.

The game has a bit of a learning curve to get into it, but once you get rolling you'll be laughing. Plus it has jetpacks and
grappling hooks, did I mention that? Endless enjoyment grappling around places. There's mod support too for those who enjoy
that. Would definitely recommend.. Generally, in rhythm-based games that have so many of their mechanics based around
detecting the beat of a song, you actually want the beat-detection to detect the ever-important beat. When it fails to do this for
virtually your entire library - detecting beats that don't exist, consistently skipping beats in a chugging song that has an
unchanging beat - and the mechanics of the game don't just reward your attentiveness to the beat but actively punishes you for
not keeping with the game's seemingly arbitrary measure of where the beat of your song actually is, then it makes the game...

...basically unplayable.. Edit: Changing to thumbs up, developers finally released a patch that addressed my major issue with the
game.. DERU is a very well-done coop game. It has just the right amount of technical challenge on top of the puzzles, and it
feels like you actually have to cooperate with each other. The art style is extremely well executed and has a ton of little polishing
touches that make it very satisfying to play.

Sometimes it did feel like we were stumbling into a solution instead of figuring it out and then executing it. There are also a few
levels that are purely aesthetic in purpose, but it's not obvious right away. The game is also quite short. However, these issues
didn't really impede my ability to enjoy the game.
. This game is looking promising
Iv been looking for a game like this for some time but there are some tweak to be done and some things that could be changed
but other than that if you keep on going on the same path its going to be a really good game
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snakes. a cool game
. Easily the best MotoGP game so far in physics, sounds, and graphics. Unreal Engine 4 was a huge upgrade. The laser-scanned
tracks are very accurate down to the bumps and inclinations. Unfortunately, I think the time it took to do the engine switch
resulted in the rest of the game being watered down. I can give a cautious recommendation on this one. If all you are after is
pure GP track racing and not much else, you should be pretty satisfied.

It's pretty bare on content. No managerial mode. No historical riders or events. Outside of the career mode on factory KTM Red
Bull Rookie Cup bikes (250cc), Moto3 (250cc), Moto2 (600cc), or MotoGP (1,000cc) bikes you really only have access to
Quick/Custom Race mode (which encompasses Time Trial and Grand Prix), and online multiplayer. Career mode with a custom
rider forces you to start from the RBR Cup and work up to the premier class which is definitely a grind and I would have
certainly preferred to skip the entry level classes and start at Moto2. Supposedly this is rectified for MotoGP 19.

No photo mode during replays. No helmet cam during replays (although you can race with it). The helmet cam is absolutely
excellent but has a nasty yellow tint (to simulate the visor). This is unwelcome in my opinion and I would have appreciated an
option to disable the tint. I have the same visor tint complaint with the RIDE games, also by Milestone. Give me options, please.

The live track map is absolutely GARBAGE because it is zoomed in much too close to be of any use for learning a track. The
tachometer is an analog/digital hybrid eyesore, and if you disable it from the HUD, you can no longer view or access your TCS
or Engine Brake settings, nor can you view your tire wear indicators...because apparently all of those *together* are considered
the "tachometer" and it's all or nothing. So...stupid...

Multiplayer is a host-advantaged lag-fest as usual, missing tons of room settings, and is the usual Milestone brush-off affair.
With a global sport such as this, people from all over the world want to race each other, so making one person (for example) in
Spain a "host" for other racers in the USA, Asia, Russia, etc. is not exactly fair...especially if you cannot disable collisions. But
it is cheap, so that's what Milestone does. Supposedly this will also be rectified for 2019, after years of complaining by the
players; dedicated servers, Race Director settings, etc. are all promised.

The AI doesn't experience tire wear...but the player does (if enabled). This is a HUGE, HUGE issue and had better be fixed for
2019. Seriously, who was smoking crack in the Milestone office when they thought this would be okay? Everyone?

The AI seems to be somewhat unaware of the player and isn't cognizant some (most?) of the time in regards to player position
and will [too often] swipe right into you and dismount you from your bike on corner entries, exits, straights...supposedly the AI
is being upgraded big time for the 2019 version...

Yeah. At this point you should probably just wait for MotoGP 19 which is supposed to feature legendary/historical riders and
modes, dedicated servers, machine-learning AI, etc.

I can still definitely recommend 18 on sale for $20 or less, as the physics are definitely at their top of their class and there's
some enjoyable racing to be had here (if not sometimes frustrating due to the bad AI). Hopefully Milestone doesn't screw the
physics up for 2019 and comes through with all their promised improvements.. Post Mortem is a great game and I am absolutely
in love with it! It has quite a unique atmosphere and I found it interesting to "investigate" a murder case without any mordern
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gadgets since the game is set in 1920's. The colours are dull and dark creating a perfect mood for the game in question. The
story is very engaging and keeps you interested all along the way. This game is definitely in my top list because I am a huge fan
of such point-and-click games. For me, it's like a piece of art because the story, setting, characters, topics covered form a true
outstanding harmony. I can't wait to play its sequels Still Life and Still Life 2!

Pros:
- different paths;
- all conversations are recorded and you can access them any time;
- to travel to a different location you don't need to go out of the current building (the map is availiable at any point);
- 2 different endings (it's one of the pros as long as you haven't played Still Life since it contradicts one of the endings);
- supernatural element;
- amazing setting, plot, characters;
- the game is quite long

Cons:
- 2 puzzles didn't make any sense even with the help of a walkthrough ( -SPOILER ALERT- 1) I couldn't get the forensic
portrait right: the suspect is supposed to have flat MEDIUM sized ears but the correct pair of ears is twice as big as all the other
ears; the same problem with the mouth: the description clearly said LARGE mouth with thing lips but the correct mouth was
really tiny even though in both cases parts matching the description were present. 2) The puzzle with rings has 3 locks and the
lock on the left is supposed to be blank for some mestirious reason I still need to find out.);
- can't skip conversations;
- repetetive and after all rather annoying music;
- not so many actual puzzles; most of the time you need to locate and apply certain items;
- not so many clues to what to do next ( you have to just go back to all the locations and try to exhaust all possible
conversations);
- it's a very old game so you may have some problems ( I couldn't launch it at first so I had to change resolution to 800x600,
colours to 8 and run it compatibility mode Windows XP).
. I wanted to make sure I played the entire game before I wrote a review for it, which is why I have 62 hours on it. Er, well,
some of it was idling by accident, but that's still a fairly accurate playthough, since I skipped a lot of the dialogue (mostly with H-
Scenes). Anyway...

Quick review: Is the game good, and worth it? Honestly, if you like Love in Space's stuff, then yes, get it on a sale. Although it
lacks the gameplay from Sunrider, I think having it only be a Visual Novel does it justice. However, Love in Space seems to be
making an Idol Sim for their next project, which might sate that need.

Long Review: Well, when I saw that LiS' next project was going to be about Idols, I honestly didn't care for it. I didn't even
REMEMBER the game existed until last december when I got it on sale. But after giving it a shot, I enjoyed it, and definitely
got my money's worth out of it. The game has 9 chapters, 6 chapters for each of the girls, two (technically) for Sasami, and the
extra chapter for completing Sasami's chapter. (which requires getting the other 6 chapters first... kind of reminds me of Sonic
Adventure in that regard) In terms of the chapters... (Spoilers, obvs):

I like Mariya's chapter the most. It's cute, and she is best girl. You have a baby with her and it's super wholesome.

Under that is Mika's Chapter. It's not all that related to the group for the most part, but Mika is so cute that it was a great read. I
would definitely give her headpats for the good route.

After that I guess I would say Nemu's. Honestly, with Nemu, I figured it would be much, MUCH more violent (and it is, if you
get the bad end) but it's actually really nice and I suprisingly enjoyed it. Her mother, Haruna, is the best character in the game.
Unironically wish there was more of her.

After that they kinda get "eh." Not bad, but not as good. Sasami's, Aki's, and Natsuki's routes, I mean. Sasami's route comes so
late that at this point it's kind of a slog. It's not terrible, and I enjoy how it references the other routes, but having to get the other
6 routes kinda makes it... run-of-the-mill. Aki's was pretty okay, too. But imo, the H-Scenes for her route just felt wrong. That's
probably just me. Natsuki's route was, honestly, not bad. It wasn't as serious as the other routes, but I liked it's goofiness.
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I really don't like Julie's Route. She makes a huge scandal cuz you won't give her the D, and she destroys the group, gets PTSD,
then you're back at square one at the end of the route. A complete waste of time, almost. This route was a chore to get through.

But really, it boils down to which girl you like the most. Since I like Mariya and Mika the most, of course they're gunna be my
favorite routes, and I feel that if you like the girl enough, then you'll enjoy the route.

The extra chapter is literally fanservice. Do you like girl on girl action? Then I'm sure you'll enjoy the extra chapter. Speaking
of girl-on-girl action, the R18+ patch is a must. Considering sexual contact kind of plays a part in the story, it's kinda necessary.

I apologize for the long review. I've been a fan of LiS' stuff since Sunrider Academy came out, and I had a lot to say about it.
The game is packed with content, and for a VN it was a fun read, although there were a lot of sections that I got the general gist
of so I just kinda skipped it. But you kind of get that with 7 routes. Oh, and if you have Netflix and want to know more about
Idols, check out a documentary called "Tokyo Idols." It talks about the crazy stuff fans of idols do and it kinda puts stuff into
perspective for the game a bit.. that nice
. Game has huge Potenial but the Controls are clunky and kinda laggy especially in Multiplayer.
I love Cyperpunk and all that Style but it doesnt really looks that great but it can be really awesome game in the Future
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